
JET SET 
CEMENT

JET SET SMOOTH has been re-engineered to even higher standards. It combines im proved high 
tech chemistry with various traditional ce ments to provide exceptional characteristics, beyond cur rent 

benchmarks. Use it for: 

Tilt wall Coating
Preparing Walls for Painting

Filling fissures, cracks and holes
Ultra smooth finishes

JET SET SMOOTH is formulated for: 

MORE STRENGTH, MICRO-THIN AND NOW THICKER APPLICATIONS, AND EASIER AND 
LONGER WORKABILITY. 

JET SET SMOOTH is a cement based material which has been enhanced with polymers, plasticizers 
and other special proprietary ingredients that help impart its workability, durability and strength. 

Please consult the “SDS” for health realted risks.

Available in 40 lb poly-lined bags and 10 lb plastic pails. For complete instructions on usage, please see:  
“EASY APPLICATION TNSTRUCTIONS.”

Manufactured in USA 
SAN LEANDRO, CA | SEATTLE, WA | ARLINGTON, TX 

CA phone: 1-510-632-7800  | WA phone: 1-206-762-0434 | TX phone: 1-877-239-7800 
 www.jetsetcement.com

The World’s Finest Concrete Repair Products



EASY APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Make sure surface is clean and contaminant free. Power wash if necessary.
2. Add enough clean water to mix to attain a soft putty consistency - comfortable for troweling.
3. Mix enough material in a batch so that it can be used in approximately 15 minutes.
4. Trowel the material onto wall. Work it firmly into fissures, holes and cracks. Be sure it completely 

fills these voids.
5. Trowel to desired thickness. It can be feathered to micro-thin.
6. No grinding is necessary, as the edge will be virtually undetectable.
7. Allow at least 24 hours before painting. Jet Set Smooth has a very low alkali content, so accepts 

paint well.
8. Bonding agents can be used if desired, but are not necessary.

 www.jetsetcement.com

JET SET SMOOTH

Product Features and Specifications

Jet Set Smooth was engineered with the contractor in mind.

1. Easy to use. Simply mix to a soft putty consistency and trowel on.
2. Needs only water added. (Bonding agents are ok)
3. Feathers to a micro-thin edge.
4. Very low alkali content minimizes time to wait for painting.
5. SMOOTH cures less rigid than concrete, and it feathers, so does not need grinding. This greatly 

reduces exposure to free silica.
6. Costs are reduced: No grinding is required. The product extends 

considerably farther than others, with micro-thin application.
7. SMOOTH can now be applied in thick layers.

Mixing, Preparation, Application and Curing

1. Surfaces must be clean, fresh and contaminant free.
2. Mix only enough SMOOTH so that it can be applied within 

approximately 15 minutes after mixing. It can be remixed once 
while only slightly affecting overall performance on thicker 
applications.

3. Mix to soft putty-like consistency, comfortable for troweling.
4. Simply trowel on. Jet Set Smooth is refined to extend considerably farther than other products.
5. Allow to cure overnight or until dry.


